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Mexico Mission Trek
Hard times:
as tuition rises,
financial aid plummets
Krystal wood

tuition.
Membersof WashPIRG, the state
chapter of the U.S. Public Interest
Seattle University students will ResearchGroup,said recent federal
be paying5.5 percentmore for next statistics showthat64 % ofstudents
year's tuition along withthe possi- nationwide graduate with some
bility of losing some financial as- debt, while 39 % face loan paysistance.
ments thatamount to more than8 %
Cuts in national and state fund- of their income after graduation.
As students are encountering an
ing combined with the struggling
economy means that students in increase in tuition theyare alsogobothpublic andprivateschools will ing to face a decrease in services.
beexpectedtopay moremoney for
Senator Jeanne Kohl-Welles, D-

Staff Reporter

the same or less services.
Federal Aidin theformof grants,
loans, and work-study wouldgrow
by 5% in the 2002-2003 school
year, the smallest increase in 7
years, and the Washington State
Legislaturecut $54 milliondollars
in funding for higher education.
As Seattle University is losing
governmental funds, they are also
experiencing a loss in endowment
funds and private donations.
Studentsfrommiddle-classfamilies in particluar will experience
hardships because they tend to
recievelessneed-basedfinacial aid
and are still expected to bear the
burden of the tuitionincrease.
"Since Ido not qualify for substantial financial aid, the rise in
tuition will be felt more by myself
and my family," freshman Kari
Hiser, Ecological Studies,

com-

mented.
Tomake upfor the difference in
the lack of funding, students will
be expectedto takeoutmore grants
and loans to pay for theincrease in

Seattle, said the state's efforts to
makeup for a gapof $1.6 billion in
the budget will inevitably lead to
tuitionincreasesand programcuts.
"Ifwe don'tincreasetuition some,
it would certainly reduce the quality of the degrees," because there
wouldbe further program cuts, said
Kohl-Welles."We know theydon't
want that."

n.ainermerixcner ana neuiiieinuri.ticin

Seattle University students will
experience a small increase in tuition compared to other public and
private schools in the area.
Seattle Pacific University students will be paying an increaseof
7.7%; Universityof Washingtonand
Washington State University students will be paying an estimated
16% more in tuition in the 20022003 budget.
SU students will also not see as
many of the financial cuts around
campus as at other local colleges
anduniversities.Students fromother
schools are looking at having a

See Tuition on page 4
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cement bricks to buildLucia's home. The foundation

of

thehouse was complete after seven days oflabor (right).

LUISA F. CUELLAR
Lead Editor
Lucia is a Mexican womaninher
late 30s who resides in Tijuana.
After years of prostitution, she has
sevenchildrenall ofwhohavebeen
taken by the government because
she lacks the resources to takecare
of them. Her house burned down,
deprivingher children of aplace to
live, sleep or eat.
After the government took over
her and the well being of her children,they werespread out indiffer-
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ent orphanages. All excepther two
sons, Jonathanand Christian. They

livein the same orphanage as Lucia
who is off the streets and working
for the orphanages. Although, she
has betterher life and has a job,she
still won't be able to reunify her
family unless she finds a home for
her children.
But her situationis not hopeless.
Eighteen SU students, professors,
andministers fromCampus Ministry wentto Tijuana this springbreak
to do their part in helping Lucia
reunite her family.

For sevendays the smallSU crew
builtthe foundationof what willbe
a two-story home for Lucia and her

family.
"The purpose of the trip is to
expose students to the reality of
Mexico and Mexicans," Dan
Moriarty, the Social JusticeMinister fromCampusMinistry,said,"to
collaborate in the work that they are
doing to better their own situation,
andto see the connection of service

and justice."

SeeMexico on page 4

Failing economy blamed for cut in staff wages
NICOLE RETANA
News Editor
The Seattle University Board of
Trustees approved the 2003 fiscal
year budget in early March.
Thebudgetconfirmed the 5.5 percent undergraduate tuitionincrease
and 5 percent law school tuition
increase.Accompanying the tuition
hikes is a 7.6 percent increase in
SU's variousfinancial aidprograms.
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includingloans, grantsand scholarships.
The budget also discussed the
way tuition money and other university income wouldbe allocated.
In amemorandum distributed to

ber 11th and subsequent events"had a
significant effect on

faculty and staff via e-mail, Denis
Ransmeier, Vice President for Finance& Investments, prepared the
University for the preliminary editionof the budget.The memonoted
that repercussions from "Septem-

economyhasbeen
affecting "the
ability of students and
families to
pay for

A&E
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the budget.

According to the
memo,acollapsing

education, both graduate and undergraduate." On top of that, says

the memo, "international students.

the budget to makeenrollmentpredictionsfor 2003-2004.Because tuition supplies 83 percent of the
sen t c d University's revenue, this was a
some 10 major concern.
The memo also addressed the
percent of
problem that "The University's endowments. hadbeenadversely affected by declining financial markets."
"Charitable givingthroughout the
able with country [has] declined and there is
the idea of no reason to think the University's
leaving experience with annual giving
would be any different," the memo
stated,
adding that alumni funds, a
live and
financial source SU heavily relies
study in the United States."
These two factors combined
See Wages on page 5
madeitdifficult forthose planning
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Editorial
Severalweeks ago whenSeattleUniversity'sbudget for the 2002-03

fiscal year wasrevealed to the community, there was a major upset for
staff members.They found out thatthe University is breakinga promise
it made to its staff.
When the Strategic Plan was initially drafted two years ago staff
members were promised that their salaries would incrementally increase over the next three years in order to match the demands of the
external market. The Vice President of Administration, Catherine
Walker, even wrote a letter to staff members thistime last year thatsaid
the three-year correction to the staffs salary ranges as presentedin the
Strategic Plan,"will improve SU's position in recruiting new employees and willallow moreroomfor salary growth for current employees."
This year the SU community was shocked to discover that SU's
administrators have dishonored their own words. The three-year correction plan seemed to be in effect last year when staff members
receivedbetween asixandsevenandahalfpercentraise. This yeartheir
salariesincreasedby 5.3 percent. However, the University has blatantly
broken its promise to its own employees by only committing to give
staff members a threepercent raise next year.This meagerraise mocks
the needs of some staff members who are the sole providers for their
families. The costs of living for clerical workers (whichincreased 3.6
percentlast yearaccording to the USBureauofLabor Statistics) keeps
rising and their SU wages are just not viable.
IfVice President Walker really meant what she said about allowing
existingemployees to have salary growth, then the University would
not cap its staff members' salary. Administrative Assistants make
approximately between $27,000 and $37,000 annually. Still, the University continues to perpetuate a glass ceiling that contradicts its
commitment to its own workers.
The SU community must not stand for this treatment of its staff.
Blatanthypocritical behavior onbehalf of members of the administration cannotbecondoned. As acommunity itis our responsibility to hold
the people inpower accountable for theirchoices. In this case theyhave
made an inconsiderate choice that will seriously affect peoples' lives.
The SUcommunity should rally behindits staff membersand push the
administration to break the glass ceiling.
Many SU membershave gone to bat for this very cause.There was
a forum held with Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ in which more than a
hundredpeople showed up.Father Sundborg said thereisabsolutely no
way thebudget willbe changed.TheSU community must show Father
Sundborg that there is absolutely no way its support of the staff will

change.
At the end of last quarter some people woreblue ribbons in support
ofstaff members. Community members shouldcontinue to wear these
ribbons to show an ongoing support for the staff. Even though the
Universitycontinues to reject the staffs pleas tocorrect the budget this
should not stifle the community's voiceabout this injustice.In fact, the
SU community should be pro-active and write to the administration
about this problem.
IftheSUcommunity ignores thisobvious problem,ithas nobusiness
regarding itself as an institution that is committed to social justice:
giving the most to those with the least.
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Leave phones at the door
larly dense cell phone users into

work. What our school needs are

stars of the wildwest is simply too

smarter people.

nice.

Perhaps theblame does notrightly
—
suit the evil cellphone users although they remain evil nonetheless.
The blame can be put on the recruiters whomake SU seem like a

These cell phone users are not

just acting cool with their musical
rings and chit-chat. They simply
demonstrate thekinds of idiotsthat
attend Seattle University.
These cell
Amy Ba.ra.nski
Managing Editor

phone carrying
students obviously have never
considered why
the sign might be

Ecool

place for

people tocome.
/en we should

blamethe Admissions

of anxious students during finals monitor in the
week.The keyboardsclick with stu- computer lab.
It certainly
dents'furious anticipation of spring

office that actually accepts these people
who cannot be considered anything but
morons. Who really
knows how to solve

break.

the situation?

The computer labs on campus
unbelievablyswell with the bodies on every single

could not be that

Asense ofdreadlooms in the air, the cell phone usIsay the evil-cell
accompanied with thoughts of re- ers do not understandthe sign,be- phone users should actually be
laxingduringawholeweekwithout causeitdoesnot take aclosetextual thrown out of the labs if there is a
classes.
reading to get the gist of it. No, sign that says they are going to be
Everyone stares at their screen, theseevilcellphoneusers obviously thrown out.
usual chatter moving in little do not notice theirenvironment.
Make them leave and don't let
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Juday- the
waves. Then silence settles in and
They do not care about the sign them come back because they are
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signedcom- the keysjust go: clickity click.
that they can plainly read when sure to offend again and again.
mentaries REFLECT THE OPINIONSOF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECAnd then, likeWyat Earpswing- they look near the screen of their
computer.
ESSARILY those of The Spectator , Seattle University or its ing through the
Furthermore,
doors
of
copi
STUDENT BODY.
ous silence, a
they do not care
We need new
cell
phone
aboutthepeople
NO, THESE EVIL
writers! Come to
rings. Its owne
sitting next to
TheSpectator
them, or a row
is a trueoutlaw
CELLPHONE USERS
Wednesday night
Seattle ♥— university
answering the
behind them, or
at 8, and lend us
call without a OBVIOUSLY DO NOT evenin the very
Keeping Watchsince 1933
your talent
hint of irony.
back where the
Edwards,
uday-Marshall,
Jeremy
AlexisJ
Editor-inNOTICE THEIR
Photo Editor
In front o
dissonant
Alyssa Berg,Staff Photographer
Chief
the "Imust talk
scream of the
ENVIRONMENT.
Amy Baranski,Managing Editor
Seth Cooper,EditorialArtist
on my eel
phone can
cell
]ciiRa, Editorial Artist
Luisa Cuellar,LeadStory Editor
phone in the
still be heard.
NicoleRetana, News Editor,
Ali Higgs, BusinessManager
The computer
computer lab
WaylenLeopoldino, Advertising
DistributionManager
and sometimes
lab monitors ofManager
Jamila Johnson, Opinion Editor
during class breaks" student is a fer the lamest attempt to patrol the
SaraBader,FeaturesEditor
Tomas Guillen, Advisor
sign that reads:"Cellular telephones field of computer users.
Scan Reid, A & E Editor
Staff writers:Carl Bergquist,
They stand up from their desks
must be either turned off or set to
Austin Burton, Sports Editor
CherylFarrish, JohnBoyle,
w 4. itf
your cell phone rings in and givea "concerned"lookaround
vibrate.If
Vilija Simaitis,Copy Editor
Melissa Sweat
lab, you willbe asked to leave." the room as if they were really
the
Bridget O'Connell, Copy Editor
A picture of a crossed out cell going to try to punish the perpetraphone (the understood symbol for tors.
The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle
"no cell phones")accompanies the
Sometimes they even walk up
University. Itis published every Thursday,except during
holidays and examinationperiods, for a totalof 28 issues during text.This message,printed onstan- and down the isles. Will they ever
dardwhitepaper with black font, is throw these people out?Not very
the 2001-2002 academic year.
taped to the top of every single likely. Our school doesn't need
monitor
in the computer labs.
more signs prohibiting certain bePOSTMASTER:Sendaddress changes to: The Spectator,Seattle
But
to
particuromanticize these
haviors. This obviously does not
University, 900 Broadway,Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No. 2783

—

——
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Gas tax is Washington's only hope
JAMILA
JOHNSON

Opinion Editor

small car violently
shakes under tacky
neon Federal Way
freewaysigns.Ifight with the wheel
and consider pulling off theroad to
make sure a lirehas not gone flat.
Cars infrontof me slitherfrom side
to side,seldom cruisinginbetween
the badly marked lanes.
It wouldbe nice if my goddesslike 1988 economy car were the
only vehicle damaged along the
southbound 1-5 drive. With the
condition of the roads and the high
rate of accidents, it is clear that
many have fallen victim to the
obliterated pavement.
Last week whilebouncingalong
the neglected freeway Isuddenly
wanted a sports utility vehicle and
a megaphone.
Sure, with the SUV I would
constantly fall victim to catty
commentsaboutsoccer moms with
road rage.Iwouldhear that thereis
no purpose for a SUV in urban
Seattle, but the drive to urban
Tacoma proves that there are times
when an SUV is needed. Such
comments used to roll off of my

My

would think thatIwouldbe yelling
infront of the legislature, but no. I
would be yelling at the voters.
There is not an individual in
Seattle who doesn't detest the
traffic. Anyone who commutes to
Seattle from Tacoma loathes the
road surface. Residents of West
Seattle scorn the fact that the viaduct is unsafe, and any measures to
fix it wouldresult in traffic nightmares,thelikes of which wereonly
seen in the days following the
Nisqually earthquake. Yet for some
reason unfathomable to me, voters
seem unwilling to pay to fix our

member this when the legislature
brings the tax proposal to theballot.
It may seem premature to start yellingin April when the vote isn'tuntil
November,but ifthepeoplecamping
out six-months ahead of time to see
Star Wars can make a stance thenI,

grow on trees equiped naturally
with megaphones.
Somepeoplebe!Ieye thatthe traffic wretchedness can vanish with
changes in life style: carpooling,
bike riding, and public transportation. There are problems inherent

dangerous,not tomention thatbikes
have gotten rather expensive recently. Iwouldhappily pay the gas
tax before trucking down to buy a

transportation woes.

Republican lawmakers in
Olympia suggest that voters will
not approve the proposed gas tax
hike. Regrettably, the Republicans
are probably correct.
The onlyhope for fixed roads,
less trafficand amiable driving conditions lies in the hands of voters.
Oh wait, the voters are the same
incredibly pea brainedlosers who
disappointingly caved into to Tim
—
Eyman the man who pilfered
away Washington State's livelihood.
Why is it so hard to realize that
nothingcomes for free? Ifwedon't
approve the tax measure we could
end up with toll roads,lose Boeing
forgood,orevenmakeSeattle such
an unlivable city the new business
will not spark, causing unemploy-

pay that in order to be able to singin
my car alone as Idrive.
Ridingbicycles to work hasbeen
a lifestyle choice for many Washington residents. Yet, since a 17year-old Issaquah boy knocked a
bike rider over a few weeks ago, 1
don't see many people giving up
their sedans for two-wheelers. The
biker, who consequently ended up
with a punctured lung and other injuries, is not the only biker whose
safety is at risk. Biking with cars is

bicycle.
Public transportation is a brilliant
—
idea wonderfullygrandin concept
and implementation. But, public
transportation is not free.

'

Courtesy of www.wsdot.wa.gov

too,shouldbeable tomusterat least

some support.

Why target SU students with an
issue that is immensely larger than
the student body? University
students have made changes
throughout history; they should be
able tofix a fewroads andmake itso
the commute less resembles hell.
Iwouldlove toseestudentsgetting

in each suggestion
Carpooling has grown tremendously overthe years. Somuch so,
that anaccident inthe expresslanes
can cause back-ups that last for
hours. With more andmoreoptions
forpeople tocarpool withco-workers traffic still increases.This does
not seemtobe an effective solution
and isn't something that can be
forced upon residents.
Many drivers value their time
alone in their vehicle, and Ibet
many of them would place a dollar
value upon this time that would be

This is yetanother reason why the
state needs money. Even though I
think the above reasons are rather
logical in favor of the tax, there still

remains a problem.
Thereare about 5.9mill ionpeople
in the state of Washington, and the
population of Puget Sound, Tri-cities,and Spokaneregions makes only
a meager portion of Washington's
population.
Will people in Lynden,
Vancouver, or Winthrop vote for a
gas tax when the money willnot be
spent in their region?
Gov. Gary Locke and his new-

involved toencouragevoters tostand
proudly behind the proposed gas
tax.But gas taxesaren't glamorous.
They aren't cute and fuzzy, nor do
found-lackey former Sen. Slade
tongue, but now Iam a proponent ment to run rampant. It is timefor they directly save lives. Maybe the
campaign the tax well,
the
tax.
The
Gortonbetter
gas
college
students
than
greater
thought
getting
acof
the voters of the state to take
of the SUV.
While IdroveIpictured myself countability fortheir role in main- to rally behind a gas tax is as likely proposed gas tax would raise the or Iwillhavetodriveacross the state
as meactuallyaffordinga SUV.But price pergallon ofgas five cents on with my imaginary megaphone.
standing on the hood of my taining livable conditions.
To contactJamtta e-mail her at
SU students who are registered today Iam in the land of make be- January I, and then another four
imaginary candy-apple-red SUV
shoutingintomy megaphone.One

to vote in Washington must re-

lievewherechangeis easyandSUVs

cents a year later, f woutd gladly

jamila@jamilajohnson.org

ITake survey and win pop culture fjj^j
by 4/9/02
LmmJ]
! Please return survey to ThewhoSpectator
freshman
Iknow need another lot.
|

moullhissurveyandenterto»ina

funandexcitinggifts.

prizebagfilled with

hhe results will bepublishednex, week.

I 1. 1consider myself a
i
.
a.) Republican
|b.) Democrat

I c.) Libertarian

Id.) other

|2.President George
IBush, Jr. is doing
Ia(n)
job since

I his term began.
Ia.) wonderful
Ib.) adequate
Ic.) mediocre
| d.) distasteful
Ic.) awful

I3. The war in
| Afghanistan
a.) is a success
b.)
| is a failure
I c.) has lasted too long
1 d.) Should last until
terrorism has been

I

.

squashed
c \ should end today

c.) someone
nothing about

4. The US should take
role in the
conflict between
Pakistan and Israel.
a.) an active
b.) a passive

7. Since the police
department voted no
confidence in the police
chief, the mayor
.
should
a.) do nothing. The
reasoning behind the
police department is petty
b.) find a new Police
Chief. It is dangerous for
the police department to
be so divided

c.) is not something I

10. TJie Spectator
focuses too much on

.

b.)
c.) graduating seniors
±) nursjng prOgramS
c.) Jesuit ideals
f.) the process of getting |
into law school or other
graduate programs
g.) the business school
h.) students pursuing
science-based majors
|

8. Do you support the gas
tax?
a.) Yes
b.) No

a.) campus activities.
The paper should talk
about other issues
b.) off-campus issues. I
can read any other paper 12.1 feel my professors
to find out the news, I
a.) genuinely care about
want on-campus
my academic future
information
b.) have lost their passion I
c.) nothing. The
for teaching
newspaper is absolutely
great about balancing the c.) are valuable resources (
for academic and
local news with the
professional growth
campus news

9. Seattle University's
.
6. Mayor Greg Nickels is parking is
a.) no better, and no
.
worse than parking at any
a.) doing a good job in
Other Seattle school.
office
b.) ridiculous. Students
b.) incompetent

11. The Spectator should Name:
Contact number:
publish more stories
meeting the concerns of
(Circle all
Email:
Disclaimer: Only one entry will
that apply)
random|y drawn for the
be
a.) graduate students

5. Should King County
keep parks open?
a.) No. The voters took
money away from the
county, and now the
county has the right to
close the parks down.
b.) Yes.Parks are too
important to shut down.
King County should cut
some other program.

.
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SECURITY REPORT
Austin Burton
Sports Editor

dentreceived aharassingphonecall. the scene to find a pastry
With the help of phonerecords and burning in a microwave. |
the victim, the suspect was tracked The microwave was |
down and admitted to making the turned off and the pastry |
call.Theincident was forwarded to thrown away.
the student conduct system.

Sorry, wrongnumber

Monday, 3-18-02
A residentin theMurphy Apartments said they had received sevieral harassing telephone calls for
Things to do inCampion
!the past couple of weeks.The uniwhen you're bored
dentified caller would hang up as
soon as the victim answered the
Friday, 3-22-02
phone. Campus Public Safety is
At 3:30 a.m., CPS and Campion
investigating the case withthe help Hall staff investigated reports of
of the phone company.
residents throwingthingsfrom windows. Upon arriving at the areain
Bomb squad
question, they ran into five Campion residents who had items apWednesday,3-20-02
parently ready to throw out of the
Graffiti was discovered on a windows.Twoof the residents adfence andstorageareaon 12th Aye. mitted they had been throwing
andE. Cherry Street. The damage things.
was valuedat about $500.

You can't get away with
anything these days
Thursday, 3-21-02
At 7:30 a.m., a XavierHall resi

Who gets that enthusiastic
over school?

The victim said they'd last seen

Come on,it's just five cents

their bike24hours earlier,but when

they returned to the same spot at
Monday, 3-25-02
10:30 p.m., the bike and its cable
Anon-student whohadbeenpre- lock were gone.
viously warned for trespassing and
Total losses were estimated at
escorted off the campus made a $150.
encore appearance today.
The individual pushed their way
Assault threat
past a professor in the Engineering
Buildingon their wayintothebuildWednesday, 3-27-02
ing.CPSsearched theareaand found
A janitorialstaffmember reported
the suspect on the fourth floor.The that while crossing the street on
suspect was given a criminal tres13th and E. Cherry at 5:45 a.m., a
pass warning.
car came close to hitting them.
The janitor had words with the
driver and a passenger in the car,
Burningmuffins
andthe driver stepped outof the car
Nothing new here
ahandgun.
brandishing
Saturday, 3-23-02
contacted CPS, who
tripped
Tuesday,
janitor
A firealarm was
inCam3-26-02
The
pion Hall at9:50 a.m. CPS and the
reported
A student
their bike sto- contacted the SPD, but neither the
occupants or the car were found.
Department
Seattle Fire
arrivedon len.

Thursday, 3-28-02

Several incidents of transients
taking aluminum cans from the
recycling containers on campus
were reported toCPS.One janitor
came upon a transient rummaging
through a recycling bin at 2:30
a.m.CPSis working with the campus recycling staff to address the
problem.
Nobody better lay a finger

on the Butterfinger
Friday, 3-29-02
Someone broke into a vending
machine in Sullivan Hall on the
courtlevel. Somemoney wasmissing, but the machine was not severelydamaged.

Mexico: SU lends strugglingfamilies a helping handfor their home
From front page

visiting

lastDecember toputaroof onSara's

the orphanage thatis workingwith
The projectof buildinga home for Esperanzatobuild a home forLucia.
Mexicans was created by At theorphanage, thestudents were
B.srjetanz.a, an organization ab\e to meet Jonathan but not his
dedicatedto makeMexicoa better motherandhis younger brother.
placeand togive Mexicanshope in
Christian was burned in the fire
their own country so they won't that destroyed their home. Lucia
accompanied her son Christian to
seek it in US.
The SU crew was lead by Los Angeles for burn treatment.
Eduardo,one of Esperanza'smain However,Jonathan had pictures of
representatives in Tijuana.
his family, which, according to
"He was so passionate [about] Moriarty, made the whole purpose
being Mexican,but the rest think of their work more real.
they'llhave a better life coming to
'They were curious, they were
they'll
the US and
do what ever touched by the injustice, and inthey can to go across the border," spired by the work that was being
SilvanaGrima,seniorInternational done," Moriarty said.
Although the SU crew was not
Studies major, said.
"It was physically and spiritu- able to finish Lucia's house, they
allyintense,"Grima said,"before I didn't leavedisappointed.
went on the trip I
didn't have any
The crew also visited Sara, a
expectations,"Grimareflectedand woman who had been part of the
'
now she "can timagine goingback program previously. Some of the
toMexicoandsitting onthebeach." students that traveled to Tijuana
One of the most striking mo- this past spring break had traveled

home. Her home is now finished

ments for the students was

and she lives there, ithas furniture
and its interiorhas been painted.
When the students arrived, she
approachedthemwith anabundance

of joy and she was so happy to see
the students whohadbeen there in

December. She was also just as
happy to see the students that she
hadn't met before.
"She opened up her house, her

getting

Now that Sara lives in a sturdy
bags of chips with salsa andhome- home no rain comes in and she
made lemonade and shared it with can't feel the wind whenit blows.
us," Moriartyexplained.It wasjust She feels safe and happy.

Tuition: increase needed to compensate
budgetfor effects offalling economy

From front page

tive for the students with a smaller
budget and staff.
harder time getting into classes
At first glace, most students
that are now going to be would be outraged at the rise in
overcrowded.
tuition and cuts in services.
However, after thinking about
Faculty membersarealso going
budgeting
to see the effects of the
the situation and looking at itfrom
crisis.
a different prospective,anincrease
looking
Schools are
into how in tuitioncanbeseenas something
theycanconsolidate positions and that needs to be done.
make the administration as effec"As the country is experiencing
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I Bastyr Center for NaturalHealth
is the largest naturalhealth care
facility in Washington. Serving
thecommunity since 1980.
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an economic hardship, the government as well as the school are

feeling theeffects," juniorGayatri
Eassey,a PoliticalScience major

said after thinking about the increase.

"The school is just reflecting
the economy," she added. "Ifeel
that a smallincreaseintuition that
will be used directly for the students isreasonable."

The Year of the Crouton Famine

55 Walk-in Visits with Valid Student ID
At Bastyr Center forNaturalHealth

H^^
*jr
"*. a

labor."

heart, she openedup alsoabout 10

Get healthy
while you're

great to share so intimately with
someone who hadbeen part of the
program and toseethe fruitof [our]

%
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News
Thursday
4/4

Friday

4/5

Saturday
4/6

Picking up on
the art

Move over

Ilove Canada!

It being First Thursday,every art galleryin
the free world is throwing open their doors to
give the public a first
and freepeak of thelat-

Moesha
Shedoesn'thaveaTV
show and she sure as
heck is not carting
around a six-month
earthling in her nether
regions.
Princess Superstar
embodies justaboutthat
one of America's most
precious sweetheart
doesn't.
She's abad girl with
sleazy andcruderhymes
about self-stimulation

For the earless, there
always
is
the Seattle Art
Museum(always freeon
First Thursdays)and the
galleries in Pioneer
Square(grabany art professor and they'll know (read: masturbation)
what you're talking male hos, among other
things.
about).
Bring a sense of huIf you do have a car,
then it will be faster to mor and $10 to I-Spy
(1921 Fifth Aye, (206)
get down there.
Enjoy.

374-9492).

Sunday

4/7

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

4/8

4/9

4/18

Mass

Ithought Iwould
never be able to legitimately say that. But the
time has come because
Canada's most loved
exports. The New Pornographers, are coming
to town. The Crocodile
(2200 Second Aye) is
hosting this fine quartet
for just one night so be
sure to get your tickets
ahead of time.Theband
will be playing songsof
their latest, addictive
piece of vinyl. Mass
Romantic. Sure to make
you wish you were a
moose-loving, maple
leafyourself Costis $12
Callahead fortime (206)
441-5611.

.

5

.

21 and over

Computer
Nerds

Come one,comeall to
At 8 p.m. at the Tracthesecond Sundayof the tor Tavern(52 12Ballard
Easter celebration. Aye NW, (206) 789Morning serviceis at 11 3599)
a diversegroupof
a.m.and eveningservice
Northwest musicians
is 9 p.m.
will pay tribute to Phil
Ochs. Ochs used music
You are
and song to protest
something
against what he saw was
wrong in the world.
Maybe this comes Some saw his music as
from too many self-help idealistic and naive, but
books but everyone were nevertheless
shouldbe remindedev- moved by his message.
ery now and then that Alcohol and depression
they are important. Do also lent his music a
something to remind deeper and darker tone.
yourselfof thisfact.Help Amy Denio, Danny
at a soup kitchen or read O'Keefe, and Jim Page
a book to an elderly are just a few of the
friend.
names who willbethere.

>

Pelcula

VTv Mania Tambien
Revolution OS, a by Director Alfonso
documentary by direc- Cuaron is a road pic/
tor J.T.S.Moore (former coming-of-age film.
screenwriter at Walt Themovie follows two

Disneystudios)conveys teenage males, played
the story of the hackers by Gael Garcia Bernal
who created Linux and andDiegoLuna,across
the Open Source move- Mexico. Womanless
ment (think Microsoft's and bored, the lonely
punk-arch enemies).
adolescents meetLuisa,
a
played
by Meribel
Moorehas knack for
making the movieinter- Verdu, and promise to
esting and understand- take her to Heaven's
ing for even the most il- Mouth' a beach that
literate computer mis- doesn texist.Theensuhap.
ing tale is for you to
Playing at Little The- discover.
ater, 608 19th Aye E.,
Playing at the Egyp(206) 675-2055, 7 p.m. tian (801 E Pine, (206)
323-4978).
and9 p.m. Cost is $7.

—

Wages: low interest wages contributingfactor in lower raises

From front page

lowest levelsin years,wouldaffect
the "income the University earns
onits working capitalinvestments."
Finally, the operating costs of
the new Student Center also have
toaccounted for. According toJoan
Claar, Interim Vice President of
StudentDevelopment, the costsfor
2003-2004 are speculatedto be at
$1.7 million dollars ("SU students
pay high costs for school spirit,"

ketplace.
Philip Irwin,Director of Human
Resources, explained that three
years ago SU hired and independent research firm to compare SU
salaries with salaries in the sur-

opportunity forconcemedindividuAt the front of the room alongals to voice their concerns.
side Father Sundborg were Irwin
When the day came, over 120 and Catherine Walker, Vice Presipeople packed into the auditorium dent of Administration, who are
officially responsible for therealization ofthe plan.
Unfortunately, the meeting did
you're
not provide the resolution most
basically told that had hoped for.
Zbiegien described her disapwhen, at the beginning
pointment
going
it
to do
of the meeting, it was announced

roundingmarket.
The results were depressing.
As aresult, theStrategicPlan was

thatthe budget absolutely was not
going tochange.
"When you'rebasically toldthat

tive assistants are angry and concerned that the University has
backeddown ona three-yearstrategic plan that was meant tobring the
University's staff wages up to a
morecompetitivelevelwiththemar-

The Spectator,Feb. 7, 2002).
In short, a collapsing economy
means SU would receiveless rev- developed in aneffort to allow the
enue from alumni, students and University toslowly,throughyearly
raises, bring SU's wages to a more
investments.
Tack ontheexpensesattached to competitive level.
However, with the third year of
the new Student Center, and the

University is looking

the Strategic Plan approaching, the
plan has been abandoned and adAfter reviewing thebudget.Rose ministrative assistants are left with
Zbiegien,AdministrativeAssistant a threepercentraise and afew quesfor the English Department, sat tions.
down to write amemoof her own,
In response to Zbiegien's letter,
addressed to Father Stephen Father Sundborg arranged for a
Sundborg, SJ.
brown-baglunchinWyckoff AudiZbiegien and other administra- torium onMarch 20th to provide an
yearahead.

at

a bleak

"When

isn't

any good, it kind

of takes the air

out of the

BALLOON/
rose zbiegien,

do any good,"

Zbiegiensaid,"itkindof takes the
air out of theballoon."

year's bleakeconomicforecast the

it isn't going

to

tion.
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tion," Irwin said, "we had to ask

ourselves 'What's fair for the students?' and 'What's fair for the
University?' and there were some
tough decisions to bemade."

'There was a certain sense of
futility," sheadded.
Jo Kirschner, Administrative
Administrative
Assistant for the Honors program
Assistant, English andmember of theEconomic Jusand International ticeForum,expressedherownfrustration with the budget.
Studies
Kirschner, like Zbiegien, is disturbed thatSUpromotessocialjusuntilthere wasonly standingroom tice asone of its main concerns,but
left.
fails to make the concept arealiza-

by Carl Berquist and Melissa Jackson

of the Broadway & Madison reads
'Justice at the University.' Thereis
adisconnectbetween the announced
budgetand staff compensation and
what this university purports to
stand for."
'That is our intent," Irwin said,
referring to the Strategic Plan's
would be raises, "but it is not affordable."
"Speaking for the administra-

Zbiegien, in her letter to Father
Sundborg, said,"This week thefront

Irwininsistsifitwere not for this
administrative assistants would
have gotten the raises they wanted
and deserve.
"We faced the reality that we
couldn't do it," he said. "However,
there has been and still remains a
commitment to pay the best pay."
"It's more important to look at
what's been the record," Father
Sundborg agreed.
"And our hope for next year
would be to improve the level of
compensationofa higherlevel than
we were able to this year."
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Softball team splits doubleheader to
improve to 11-5 on the season
Carl bergquist
Staff Reporter
Although the Seattle University
Softball team was snowed out of
their second attempt at a home
opener,theirbatsheated up withthe
climate as they traveled to California duringspring break.
The Redhawks defeated three
opponents in the coverofdark by a
combined score of 48-7.
The twogamesSUlost werenailbiters,each by one run.
TheRedhawks took advantage of
superb pitching from sophomores
PatriciaSonnettand JenniferHewitt,
who picked up two wins apiece.
Sonnett and Hewitt are posting a
combined 2.29 ERA this season.
However, SU's real success

average.
SUholdsfourof
the topsix spotsin
the Great North- having
west
Athletic
Conference's batting average leaders. SU as a team
also leads the
GNAC with a .330 average.
Humboldt State is a distant second
at .307.
After catching a red-eye flight
home this past weekend, the
Redhawks awoke early the next

defeated by theBroncosduringtheir
California spring break trip. The
Broncos bulldozed SU's women's

Managing Editor
TheSeattleUniversitymen 's tennis team dropped theirfifth straight
match against Cal Poly Pamona
University 9-0, last week.
TheBroncos heldtight indoubles,
only losing one point in three

matches.
During the singles matches the
Broncos dominated the court by
winning
' sixmatchesinstraight sets.
SU s topperformancecame from
senior GrantBeaird whofell 6-3 in
the second set of the fourth singles
match.
The SU women's team was also

to allow sevenunearned runs.

We're

Tennis team faces
tough competition
over Spring Break
Amy baranski

before SUrecorded thelast out.
the
game
ended
SU may have split the doublesequence
That
header,
but the Redhawks spring
mercy
eight-run
to
Softball's
due
break
was
far more successful. SU
after
five.
rule
However, went 5-3 as they picked up two
t
h
e Player of the Week awards.
Sarah Carrier picked up the first
Redhawks
of
the awards after going 5-5in the
didn't stop to
only four wins away from
first
two games of the break with
think about
home
two
runs and a triple.
thegame and
many wins
last
to
outdone was freshman
Not
be
headed into
Duncan, who went 5-5 this
Krystal
the second
SENIOR ANNETTE GAETH
game pre- past weekend and drovein 10 runs
pared to do to continue her hot hitting.
Overthe pasteightgames Duncan
battle.
duel,
commanding
They
with
five- hasbatted .481.
took a
startedoff as a pitcher's
seventh,
into
"We're already off to a better
heading
the
Central leading 2-1 after five in- run lead
start
this year. We'reonly four wins
away.
gave
it
nings.
but almost
away
three
from having as many winsas
The Redhawks committed
But that's when SU's fielding
season,"
luckily
errors,
which
CWU
last
senior Annette Gaeth
committing
faltered,
three more
accuracy
capitalize
for
three
runs
said.
inning
only
could
throwing errors in the sixth
morning to drive to Central Washington University for a doubleheader against the Wildcats.
The first game of the twin bill

comes from their bats, which have
helped themmakeup for somepoor
fielding over the past few games.
Senior Kirn McDonald leads the
pack of SU hitters
with a.413 batting

tennisteam in the first match9-0.
They kept up the momentum
druing doubles sets by winning all
three matches by a score of 8-1.
They only lost four points combinedduringall six singles matches
which they won in straight sets.
DehliaFelizof the Broncoshad a
6-0, 6-0 victory over SU'sJessica
Fry.
Feliz wasn't the only Bronco on
fire, LisaJones also wona 6-0, 6-0
victoryin the thrid singles match.
The Redhawks will head toCalifornia tofaceSonomaState university next Tuesday at 2 p.m.

The Spectator
is looking for a
few good
sports writers!
If you are interested in the
opportunity of a lifetime,
please contact Austin
Burton, the Sports Editor at

296-6471

season.
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To build a secure financial future, you
need a solid foundation.Seattle Metropolitan
Credit Unioncan help. You are eligible to
join SMCU and take advantage of our full
range of financial services. You'll benefit
from better rates and lower fees
than most banks. You'll
also be eligible for
a vanety of

services tailored just for you, including:
■ Free* Checking with
free VISA check card
"
ATM access anywhere (surcharges still apply)
'Free
FreeInternet banking and bill payer service
" andthe ability to check your balance
and account activity 2I* hours a

"' "'

lII^

by vho

A

the Internet.

METROPOLITAN

YOUR CITY. YOUR CREDIT UNION.

Call us today for the branch nearestyou and start building your future now.

20 6-398-5500
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Mr. Boyle goes to Peoria (spring training)

JOHN BOYLE

Sports Columnist
Theinside of the '93 Taurus felt
particularly uncomfortable that
morning.
Perhaps it was the hot Arizona
sun blaringdown upon the car as we
crawled through Phoenix's midmorning traffic, or perhaps Iwas
just feeling the effects of the previous night's birthday celebration.
Either way, Iwanted nothing
more than to be out of this car and
intomy seat at the Mariners' spring
training game in Peoria, Ariz.Our
journeyhad takenusfrom Seattle to

As the game started, we settled into April.
Los Angeles to Las Vegas and fiOne of the classic spring trainnallyto the place wemost wanted to our seats in the right field lawn, and
the
rituals is the gathering of
ing
live
for
first
time
me,
actually
mean
baseball
but watched
be. (By we I
autographs before and afplayer
desince
last
October.
let's not get caught up in the
by
approached
game. Because of traffic,
we
were
ter
the
after,
Soon
tails.)
Here Iwas at my first spring the world's most honest beer vendor, wemissed the pre-game festivitraining game since the first term of who proclaimed, "I've got beer here. ties, so we thought we would
the game.
the Reaganadministration,one of a Ice cold, grossly overpriced beer." I check things out after
handfulofSU
students escaping the
Seattle gloom
AS THE GAME STARTED, WE SETTLED INTO OUR SEATS
for somesunIN THE RIGHT FIELD LAWN, AND WATCHED LIVE
shine and
baseball.
BASEBALL FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE LAST OCTOBER.
When our
flight left
Unfortunately, the players are
Sea-Tac, it was snowing heavily, am not making this up.
not
too receptive to autograph
training,
the
game
was
At
actual
now,
spring
just
days
a few
later I
and
sitting in near 80-degree weather tends to be secondary to the overall requestsafter a game,especially
with a hot dog in one hand and a experience.The Mariners fell behind a loss. One young fan found a
early to theRockies and were unable way to fix this problem by simcold drink inanother.
It is kindof weird being this far todomuch offensivelyon this particu- ply "accidentally"dropping his
from Seattle and seeing so many lar afternoon. A late comeback at- ballthrough the fence where the
Mariners fans in one place.It'sjust tempt fell a bit shortand theM' slost3- players pass by. After shouting,
like beingat Safeco Field, onlyit's 1,dropping their springtrainingrecord "Hey,can yougetmy ball?"about
warmer, dryer, there are no trains t0...we11, actually1have no idea what 85 times, the boy's request was
goingby, and...ok, so it's not much theirrecord was,because noone really finallyheard as one of the Marilike Seattle, but you get my point. pays attention to winsandlosses until nerplayerspickedup theball and

signedit forhim.Dang,why didn't
Ithink of that?
Thisincident provokedthe other
great spring training ritual ofhunting the roster to find out who that
guy was that just gave me his
autograph.
At these games, kids are thrilled
to get any autograph, and unknown
minor leaguers are happy to get
such request.The humor comes afterwards when thekids realize they
have no idea whothat guy was that
signed their ball,leaving their parents scrambling to puta name with
a number.
After being ignored in all of my
autograph requests(I guess Iwasa
lot cuter when Iwas four), it was
time to go. We returned to the car,
which wasstrangely morecomfortable on the ride back, and began the
next stageofour trip.
We had fivedays of spring break
stillahead of us,butallIcould think
about wasopeningday;that andthe
senseofrelief that Iwould nothave
to celebrate my birthday for another year.

Seattle U 2002 softball statistical leaders
Batting average
Kirn McDonald, .413
Carrie Ward, .404
Krystal Duncan, .393
Annette Gaeth, .386
Sarah Carrier, .373
Annie Becker, .354
Liz Meyer, .320
Brittany Sullivan,.315
Ericka Briggs, .179
Anna Doubek, .137

Hits
Kirn McDonald, 24
Krystal Duncan, 22
Annette Gaeth, 22
Sarah Carrier, 22
Carrie Ward, 19
Annie Becker,17
Brittany Sullivan, 17
Liz Meyer, 8
Erica Briggs, 7
Anna Doubek,7

Runs
Kirn McDonald, 24
Annette Gaeth, 22
Krystal Duncan, 18
Brittany Sullivan, 16
Sarah Carrier, 15
Carrie Ward, 12
Annie Becker, 9
Liz Meyer, 8
Ericka Briggs, 5
Anna Doubek, 5

Sarah Carrier, 3
Krystal Duncan, 1
Pitching record
Jennifer Hewitt,4-0
Patricia Sonnett, 4-1

RBI
Carrier,
25
Sarah
Becker,
20
Annie
Duncan,
18
Krystal
Brittany Sullivan, 13
Carrie Ward, 12
Anna Doubek, 10
Kirn McDonald,8

Ashley Dobson, 3-4

ERA
Patricia Sonnett, 2.28
Jennifer Hewitt, 2.30
Ashley Dobson, 4.54
Strikeouts
Patricia Sonnett, 24
Jennifer Hewitt, 20
Ashley Dobson, 16

Doubles
Sarah Carrier, 5
Annie Becker, 3
Carrie Ward, 2
Annette Gaeth, 2
Anna Doubek, 2

1equals A

(§)

Saves
Patricia Sonnett, 1

Jts YOUR trip^n 1

Vancouver Film School

t£±Sh
Amsterdam

VFS offersfull-time programsin film,new media, 3D animationanddigitaleffects, sound
design for visual media, 2d animation, acting,writing and make-up forfilm and television.

Theremay beas few as ten schools in the worldthat graduatestudents withproficiencies
at a standard ashigh as VFS.These schools typicallytake fouryears to do it.
VFS is the only school toaccomplish the feat in oneyear.

Call 1-800-661-4101 email registrar@vfs.comor visit www.vfs.com

Suite 200 198 West

Triples

Home runs
Krystal Duncan, 3
Carrie Ward, 2
Sarah Carrier, 2
Brittany Sullivan, 1
Anna Doubek, 1

Hastings Street, Vancouver BCV6B IH2
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$437

$436
Madrid
$431
Frankfurt
...$566
San Jose C.R.

Fares are round-trip. Restrictions
may apply. Tax not included.

BUDGETHOTELS
farashttieas

S§B
**?ANIGHT!!!
nSun!f
■

"

■[

jB"EB3TRAVbL l
4341 University Way NE
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SeattleUniversity's
new StudentCenter
next September probably
won't be thinking about the
artwork.
building's
Expectations will be riding
on theinside layout, thenew
cafe, furnitureand thoseohso-clean-smelling
bathrooms.
But if all goes as planned,
the SUadministrationhopes
the original artwork
collection will take students
by surprise and make the
new center not only a
'homey' place, but an
invaluable arenafor pushing

the Student Center Art
Committee,
Selection
confirmed that 25-30 pieces
nationally
and
by
internationally known artists
willhang in thebuilding. All
of them will be publicly

displayed withinthehallsand
collegiums and follow a
themeof"Home,Identity, and
Community."
The Student Center Art
Selection Committee is at
present in the process of

make up the
committee.
Father Cobb
the
says
group chose
the theme of
"Home,

thought and discussion.
"Art stretches people's

imaginations and reveals
truths that we don't often
see in daily lives," English
Department Chair Father
Jerry Cobb, SJ said.
Father Cobb, a memberof

"StIiPBRefIK)NSi

"Shipbreaking

"§riCße»

tieiw CtiuRCH" sy ?>fivi© Sirrei

approvingart donated
from SU alumni and fully represent for students
local collectors, while over their years at SU.
"[The Center] is the home
also searching for
pieces
by away from homeand should
professionalartists to feel welcoming,"FatherCobb
purchase.
The says. "It will be a constant
committee
was during the four years you
formed in April of develop your identity at the
2001 after SU University."
President Father
Works within thecollection
SJ,
Steven Sundborg,
will reflect this development
suggested
that of the individual. "Core to
artwork within the Cosmos," by Barbara Noah,
new Student Center is a piece that shows a series
would allow the ofimagesprogressing from a
building to appear DNA molecule to singlemore distinctive on celledorganisms totheplanet
Earth. Cobb hopes to hang it
campus
staff,
local over one of the fireplaces
Faculty,
community leaders within the building.
andstudents currently
Another work, entitled
"SeUfPORTRfIIT. 2OOI" »y CtiUCK Cl^D»e
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#30,

Chittagong, Bangladesh,
2001" by Burtynsky shows
the photograph of a beached
shipping vessel, which was
torn apart for scrap metal by
local workers.
"I think it's reminiscent of
the college experience,"
Father Cobb says, referring
to the deconstruction of
certain
individual
perspectives in theprocess of
developing new ones.
Another effort by the Art
Selection Committee to
establish the sense of
community in the collection
was to have pieces that
reflected SU's trademark of
campus diversity.Ratherthan
have pretty scenic paintings
dotting thecenter's walls,the
committee sought out pieces
that varied not only in their
message but also in their
medium.
"Embrace," by AlfredoJarr,
is a video piece that projects

Features
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TOGETHER
the new Student Center is striving to become an aesthetic

By ScanReid

Arts &Entertainment Editor

meccafor thought anddiscussion.

m:

of colctapd willcomplimetltSU'salready
circles off a extensive art collection,as
tjanv^s that seen in the (fhapel of St.

'

ulliv
dwp^*f-M
building.
ofxaw
TSbiioot

n whichdonot
i
In
come from

when viewed thefuture, FatherCobb hopes
from
a ~Ad organize a three-part art
vlalkway Reading alono the
alley frßm the

3Uid|nt^ent^

LjjfWhe cfaapetXV
Wiifle most ofthe artwork artwork ancT
sought to
showcase the is being donated to the "o't h e r

diversity of University, the committee
the
SU approved a fundraising effort
campus by to purchase artwork.
acquiring According to Jim Hembree,
national and the fund-raiser andAssistant
international Dean in the College of Arts

ons. SflNGiretJesti.2001' »y suwyw
four different scenes of
children onto a
:reen, holding eachother in
c aftermath of an act of
olence. The thing they are
itnessing (possibly a mass
jrial or execution) is not
explicitly shown, but the
of the children
ibracing speaks of the
power of community to
endure darkness, according
to Cobb.
was something new
ir me and my most favorite
piece," Annalisa Perez, a
memberandjunior
riminal Justice major, said.
Perez also praises Maria
orges' "Nowhere" piece,
r
hich features bottles made
of wax, wood and metal
witheach featuring
:xtthatrelates to a story from
ie Bible.
Another "piece, "Self
ortrait2001 byphoto realist
huck Close, shows the
bserver a grid-like collage

Iwandan

tperience

necesseties
like frames
andplaques
"The
or Ttie lN*if>e of rtie New iraeeNT CeNTe«
Student fWiif* Re/iemoN
Center will
Whilehe acknowledgedthat
get a lot of traffic from artwork inthe StudentCenter
students and public, either will actasa draw to thepublic,
eating, visiting or relaxing," the collection serves and
Father Sundborg says. "Art identifies with the students
gives [the building] a sense on campus as well.
of quality andmore respect."
"The kind of student who
Father Sundborg also said chooses to come to SU is the
that he noticed how many kind interested in the arts, be
people around Seattle were it visual or in other areas,"
drawn to SU by the artistic Father Sundborg explains.
look of the Chapel of St. "They've either been to a
Ignatius. Hopefully, he said, gallery or played an
people will be attracted by instrument. And Seattle is a
the Student Center and the city ofart, withplaces likethe
chapel and at the same time Experience Music Project
cometo learnmore about SU building. We are a campus in
a culturalmecca."
in their visit.
111

1

_^J

("That

IDrnmit e

liaterials

Ttie Wtirre f>Re**" »y

SweNt>oi.yN

works. Apiece from the wellknown artist JacobLawrence
is confirmed, said Cobb,as is
one fromhis wife,Gwendolyn
Knight, entitled "The White
Dress."
The addition of a gallery
withinthe new StudentCenter

KNistiT

andSciences,

the

effort
has
earned
$160,000
in its
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GNAC track and field Scoreboard
Steeplechase
Jason Walker, HSU, 8:58.62
Lehrin Morey, HSU, 9:35.81
Zach Dwello, NNU, 9:36.4
Ethan Barrons, WOU, 9:36.98
Francis Kimeli, NNU,9:40.6
Neil Small,CWU, 9:43.04
BrettFranz ,WOU, 9:55.9
Matt DeShazo,HSU, 10:03.21
Zac Vawter,SMC, 10:05.42
JasonPorter, CWU, 10:13.96

Great Northwest Athletic Conference2002men' s TrackandField

leaders:
100-meter dash
Justin Miller, HSU, 10.90
Moses Lewis, CWU, 11.05
Josh Delay,CWU, 11.11
Brian Hunter, SPU, 11.14
Cory Medina, CWU, 11.15
Justin Lawrence, CWU, 11.17
Kojo Obeng,CWU, 11.19
Fabien Coutard,CWU, 11.22

110-meter hurdles

400-meter hurdles
Paul Mach,SPU, 54.54
Nate Anderson,WOU, 54.55
Ryan Los, WWU, 56.85
Micah Kellcy, SPU, 56.93
Chris Bitcon, HSU, 57.25
Chris Petersen, CWU, 58.6
Mark Hamlin, CWU, 58.9
Mike Anderson, WOU, 59.39
MichaelHartz, WWU, 59.74

5,000-meter run
Jason Walker, HSU, 14:46.6
Lehrin Morey,HSU, 15:13.9
Spencer Walsh, WOU, 15:15.26
Ben Wornell,NNU, 15:22.32
Brian Kostock,HSU, 15:30.22
Francis Kimeli, NNU, 15:31.82
Steve Manos, SU, 15:38.59
Nate Normadin, UAA. 15:40.40
Will Smith, WOU, 15:40.42
Steve DeKoker, WWU, 15:43.01
Carlos Siqueiros, SU, 15:48.51

400-meter dash
Jason Newton. WOU, 50.18
K.J. Loreth, SMC, 50.26
Justin Miller, HSU, 50.48
Josh Freeman, WOU, 50.70
DavidMelsen, SU, 50.74
Paul Mach, SPU, 50.90
Donnie Herneisen, WOU, 50.98
800-meterdash
Nick Gai,HSU, 1:54.86
Nate Carlson, SMC. 1:56.09
Nathanael Castle, SPU, 1:56.12
Neal Fryett, SPU, 1:56.36
Brandon Ohnemus, WWU. 1:57.2
Jason Bush, CWU, 1:57.87
Andy Prentice, SMC, 1:58.36

Hammer
Prudencio Escobedo,WOU, 174-6
DaveMargraf, HSU, 162-4
Greg Gottfried, WOU, 157-0
Tim Jolin, WWU, 146-1
Jordan Abbott, WOU, 133-8
Golden Abies, HSU, 133-8
Isaiah Haines, WOU, 132-9
Adam Butts, NNU, 123-9
RyanNack, WOU, 119-9
Jonathan Hughes, CWU, 117-1

Triplejump
Justin Lawrence, CWU, 47-9
Jamil Wynn, WOU, 45-5
Beau Ross,CWU, 45-3
BradSatrin, WOU, 44-5

Northwest Nazarene, 3:33.59
Seattle University, 3:38.4

Javelin
James Thomas, NNU, 207-8
Travis Huntsinger, WWU, 190-6
Derek Deskins, WOU. 185-7
Tony Roberts,WOU, 185-2
Brice Crowninshield, CWU, 180-8

Decathlon
Justin Miller,HSU, 6721
High jump

Mike Bonadurer, WOU, 6-8
Peter Allan, WWU, 6-4
Scott Durbin, WWU, 6-4
Jamil Wynn, WOU, 6-4

Nate Normandin, UAA, 4:05.07

Tim LeCount,SPU, 4:06.46
Steve DeKoker, WWU, 4:07.61
Neil Small, CWU, 4:07.75
Steve Manns, SU, 4:07.8
Ethan Barrens, WOU, 4:08.00
ScottRood, UAA, 4:08.26
Francis Kimeli, NNU, 4:08.31
Matt DeShazo, HSU, 4:08.32

—
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Shot put
James Deaver, WWU, 48-4
JamesThomas Jr.,NNU, 45-6
Todd Gowing, WWU, 44-0
Jason Patterson, CWU, 42-11
Aaron Hayes, CWU, 42-8 1/4
Tim Jolin, WWU, 42-4
RyanThomason, CWU, 41-9

VW

H

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido.That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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The infonrtation resources you use will
shape your results. Use ours. Use us.

ayWe
Me-N

We can help.

Los recursos deinformacion que ustedusa
determinanelresultado de su trabajo. Use
nuestrosrecursos. Usenos.
Losbuenos estudiantesc investigadores
puedenbenificiarse significativamentede nuestra
variada combinacion de recursos:imprentas,microformas, audiovisualesyelectronicos.
lesinvitamosaconsultar alpersonalde nuestroDepartamentode Referencias,
ellospuedenayudarioa localizarrecursos en todos estos formatosy a organizarle un buen comienzoen su investigacion o proyecto de estudio.
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Successful students and scholars may
using a combination of rebenefit from
- print,
microform, audiovisual,
sources
electronic.

l^rf

j^sTj

— —

inviteyou to consult with our Reference
'
Department staff who can help you locate
resources in all these formatsand get your
research assignmentsand projects off to a
goodstart.

Matt Lambrecht, SMC, 160-3

a
yNosotros
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Tony Kyle, WWU, 177-1
Ray Henschel, WOU, 176-3
Justin Brewer, WWU, 170-11

Biblioteca de A.A. Lemieux
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Tom Farris, WWU, 133-2
Brady Jones, WWU, 131-4
Collin Babcock, WOU, 128-4
Golden Abies,HSU, 126-5
Josh Callon,SMV, 124-7
Andrew Steiner, SPU, 121-0

Longjump
Jamil Wynn, WOU, 23-0
Justin Miller, HSU, 22-6
Justin Lawrence, CWU, 22-5
Brad Satran, WOU, 22-1
Nate Anderson, WOU, 21-7
Daniel Straw, WOU, 21-0
Erik Iverson,CWU, 21-0

4x400 relay
Western Oregon, 3:24.22
Western Washington, 3:25.09
SeattlePacific, 3:25.41
Central Washington, 3:26.53
Humboldt State, 3:30.7
Saint Martin's, 3:31.0

Scan Rivers,UAA, 3:56.55
Nate Carlson, SMC, 3:57.26
Jason Walker, HSU, 3:57.91
Nathanael Castle, SPU, 3:58.24 &
Juraj Trubiroha,NNU, 4:02.05
Brandon Whitaker, WWU, 4:04.6
Chris Carpenter. SMC. 4:04.96

Discus
Isaiah Haines, WOU, 158-0
Greg Gottfried, WOU, 146-9
Tony Kyle, WWU, 146-6
Jacob Galloway, CWU, 145-4
JamesDeaver, WWU, 141-6
ToddGowing, WWU, 134-6
DaveMargraf, HSU, 133-6

Spike Olsen, WOU, 14-0
Scott Romney, WWU, 13-11
Josh Fishburne, NNU, 13-6
B.J. Malphrus, CWU, 13-5
Tommy Matthews,WOU, 13-1

4xloorelay
Central Washington, 42.19
Western Oregon,42.97
Humboldt State, 43.60
Seattle Pacific, 44.11
Northwest Nazarene,44.62
Central Washington,44.9

1,500-meter run

DaveMargraf, HSU, 41-3
Jason Day, WWU, 40-5

Pole vault
Justin Miller, HSU, 16-4
Jacob Hayes, HSU, 14-6
Jon Stroshein, WOU, 14-6
Hunter Verner, WWU, 14-5

Nate Anderson, WOU, 14.90
Damien Davis,WOU, 15.27
Erik Iverson, CWU, 15.56
Justin Miller, HSU, 15.94
Josh Freeman, WWU, 16.11
Mark Hamlin,CWU, 16.30
Chris Bitcon, HSU, 16.45

3,000-meter run
Jason Porter,CWU, 9:07.05
Brandon Whitaker, WWU, 9:10.24
Jeremy Rice, CWU, 9:13.70
Andy Prentice, SMC, 9:19.3
Neil Small,CWU, 9:24.1
Phil Paul, CWU, 9:25.85
Aaron Eckert, WOU, 9:33.6
Matt Cook, CWU, 9:37.0
Aaron Libadisos, SPU, 9:47.56
Karl Meller. WWU, 9:55.92

200-meterdash
Moses Lewis, CWU, 22.20
Josh Delay, CWU, 22.32
Fabien Coutard, CWU, 22.1
KojoObeng, CWU, 22.59
Cory Medina, CWU, 22.6
Donnie Herneisen, WOU, 23.06
Nick Haralson, CWU, 23.11
Jason Newton, WOU. 23.20
K.J. Loreth,SMC, 23.32
David Olson,NNU. 23.39

BrendanReilly,HSU, 6-4
Justin Miller,HSU, 6-3
Mike Tully, WWU, 6-2
Scan Gabe, WOU, 6-0
James Thomas,NNU, 6-0

10,000-meter run
Scan Rivers,UAA, 30:21.65
Spencer Walsh, WOU, 32:34.8
Shawn Miller, WWU, 33:09.24
Matt Schmitt, CWU, 33:28.0
Kirk Larson, WWU, 33:30.79
Matt Gage, SMC, 33:33.73
Matt Cook, CWU, 34:57.2
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Three down, way too many more to go:
Does anyone care about baseball in April?
pro boxers,onebad night cansignal
the end ofone's entire career.Look
at DavidReidandMichael Bennett,

wire? That's because with 16 called dominant when they congames for theprosand 11 for college tinually lose to bad teams?Domiteams, eachgamemeanssomething. nance is 12-0 (U of Miami footIf acollege football team goeson ball), 14-2 (the Rams),or 39-0 (the
a three-gamelosing streak, they're UConn women's basketball team).
pretty much dead. Similar losing The Mariners' 1 16 wins versus 46
streaks are potentially crippling for losses is indeed impressive, but
an NFL team, painful for a college that'sonly a.709winingpercentage.
basketball team,and at least signifi- TheLos Angeles Lakers have won
cant enough to cause worry for an 71%of their games this season,but
NBA team. With Major League no one would say they're
Baseball, however, losing threein dominating the league.They're not
arowis nothing.The 2001champion even first place in their division.
There's also too much time for
Arizona Diamondbacks had six
losing streaks of three games or recovery and redemption in basemore last year.
ball. PedroMartinez gotracked for
When a bad team beats a good eight runs in his first start on
team in football, it always means Monday,but who really cares? He
something.IftheCarolinaPanthers has six monthsto get back on track.
were to beat the
to

AustinBurton
Sports Editor
In the midst of the Final Four,

some pretty significant NBA
happenings,and the announcement
ofa siteand datefor theMike TysonLennox Lewis fight. Major League
Baseballkicked off its2002 season
this week.

Forgive me if I'm less pumped
than the rest of you,but Idon't see
the big deal. To put it simply, the
start of baseball's regular seasonis
about as significant as the first day
of a new Metrobus schedule.
With 162 games to go until the
playoffs,the baseballseason is way
toolong forme tobegin tocareuntil
at least after the All-Star break.
Seriously,do we really need 162
games toseparatethe topeight teams
in the league from everyone else?
The NBA is already pushing it with
82 games as it is, and for MLB to
play almost twice as manygamesis
just a waste of time.
With somanygames ontheschedule, regular season baseballgames

lose all kinds of importance. You
noticehowthe college andpro football seasonsare exciting from wire

two former Olympic standouts who

take practice snaps and

suffered embarrassing knockout
losses early on and are now

balls when he comesoff the bench.
Baseball is also the only game
where you can be the Player of the

considered jokesinsteadoftitlecontenders. AllenIverson can shoot 2for-20 one night, and Philadelphia
76ers' fans have a legitimate reason
to be worried.But Barry Bonds can
go 0-for-4 with four strikeouts two
nights in arow and it'sno bigdeal.
The primary reasons MLB won't
cut down the length of the season
aremoney andrecords. 162 games
worth of ticket sales and concessions fills your pocket a lot more
than 82 games worth. Although a
shorterseason would
stillallowguys toput

St. Louis Rams,

up impressive stats,
noone wouldeverget
close to the records
that
baseball
cherishes:Bonds'73
homers.
Hack
Wilson's 191 RBIs,
or Cy Young's 501

for example, it
would be a big
DO WE REALLY NEED
GAMES TO
deal.IfIdahobeat
the UW, it would FIGURE OUT WHO THE TOP EIGHT TEAMS
be front-page maIN THE LEAGUE
terial.Thesameis
true in college
basketball.It'snot
such a big deal in
And if the season itself weren't
the NBA, but theGrizzliesbeating By July he'll be a Cy Young
the Lakers isn't just forgotten the candidate and last Monday's longenough,the gamesare toolong
performance will be longforgotten. as well. Every pitch in a baseball
next day.
But with MLB, bad teams beat
Inother sports,badperformances game takes about as long as a Karl
good teams all the time. TheMari- actually tell yousomething.Manya Malone free throw, and as we've
ners, who won 116 gameslast year, Heisman Trophy havebeenlostdue seen from that epic Knicks-Heat
lost to the last-place Texas Rangers to just onebad game,and even in rivalry from a few years ago,

162

ARE?

and second-to-last place Anaheim the pro ranks, guys like Peyton
Angelsa totalofnine times over the Manning will have one bad game
early in the year that will haunt
course of the season.
How can any baseball team be them throughout the season. For

watchingguysshootfreethrows all
day is boring.

Instead of watching the pitcher

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 19 APRIL
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE DEANS, STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT, &HONORS PROGRAM

toss a few

Game for making just one play.
How many times have you seen
someonenamed POGand theyonly
had one hit or pitched one inning?
That's like an NBA game where
Paul Pierce scores 23 points, but
Milt Palacio gets MVPbecause he
made the winning shot.
AnotherissueI
have withMLBis
it's the only game where your
superstar players don't have the
opportunity to take the game over.
Ifthe Sonics arelosing in the fourth
quarter,GaryPayton can shoot the
ball every time down the court to
bring them back. If the Vikings
need a touchdown, they can throw
to RandyMoss every time to move
down the field.
youhave to wait your
Inbaseball,
'
turn That s whyyougetDan WiIson
taking the final at-bat while Ichiro
does nothing but sit on the bench
and wear a stupid rally cap.
So the Mariners lost their first
game in 2002. So what? They'll
likely lose at least50 more before
everythingis saidanddone.So what
if they even lose their opening
series? Theyhave like 55 more.

.

Cuttingtheregularseasoninhalf,
orat/eastbyone-third, would make

everything more exciting. Regular
season games would be more important, and playoff races would
take shape earlier.
But until then, Major League
Baseball will continue to bore us
with six milliongames that take 60
million hours tocomplete,andthreefourths of those games will be
forgotten by the time you get home
from the ballpark.
Just wake me up in September,
when the games actually mean

it off. ..spit...get another
sign .shake itoff. .spitagain .get
ANOTHER sign...nod their
head...wind up...and FINALLY
pitch the damn ball,MLB could cut
thelength ofgamesbygivingpitchers ten seconds from the time they
catch the ball to deliver a pitch.
Eliminating the five warmuppitches
(andsubsequent commercial break)
whenever arelievercomes in would
alsohelp. Youdon't see Shammond something.

The SueNaef Scholarship is awarded to upper level undergraduate students of
Seattle University who have demonstrated excellence in academics and a
commitment to service and leadership.

QUALIFICATIONS:
"

.

..

catchthe ball .get the sign. .shake

..

SUE NAEF SCHOLARSHIPS

Williams getting to take practice
shots when he comes in off the
bench. Trent Dilfer doesn't get to

.

..

2002 Student Recognition Awards

.

90 credit hours at Seattle University by thebeginning offall 2001

" Seattle University GPA of3.40 or above
" Willing andable to participate in theScholars program during the year of theaward
" Full-time enrolment during period ofaward
" Not enrolled in School ofS&E (for whomBarman Scholarship Program serves
similar purposes) nor recipient of Sullivan Scholarship

"
" $900 Seattle University Bookstore allowance
" Participation in group activities during award year

BENEFITS:
Need based scholarship grant

Nominate online:
www.seattleu.edu/student/activities/sra/sra.html

Deadline:
Wednesday, April 10,11:59p.m.
Campion Ballroom
Monday, May 13, 2002

Questions: Ask an advisor or faculty member or contact David Madsen, Moderator, in
person (Casey 123),by phone 296-5306, or e-mail dmadsen@seattleu.edu
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In My Headphones From mystery to allegory
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Share your top five picks
Bryan

SEAN REID
A&E Editor

BINGOLD
Spectator Columnist
dedicate to the rest of my columns.
AinTght^M^eUtraignttothe
Ofcourse ifnoone e-mails me
point here;I'm thenew music col- at all then those eight weeks will
umnist for TheSpectator. Hooray be spent declaring the genius of
for me. There's one slight prob- the following artists: Michael
don'tknow how Bolton, David Hasselhoff,
lem though,andI
nicely.
Engelbert Humperdinck, Barry
to put this
and,
Manilow, Mr. Fred Rogers,
a
for
the
I'm music snob
mostpoint,therest ofSU'sstudent LeonardNimoy,WilliamShatner,
body isn't that knowledgeable and Barney the Dinosaur.
about popular music. Did Ijust
Now some of you may think
slammostofthecampus? Oh well. that it would be a laugh riot to let
Right now Icould spend the someidiot music columnist write
next quarter writing about the ge- about thesearchaic personalities.
warn you, I
won't be happy
nius of Aveo,DeathCabfor Cutie ButI
and a host of other local North- and my column won'tbe funny if
west bands that many of you I
have to writeaboutthese people.
wouldn't care about.
Don't pissme off. Just e-mail the
Currently, I'm listening to top five and make us all happy.
Television's1977releaseMarquee
Here'ssomethingelse (asBattle
Moon, one of
of the Bands
__—_—has shown
the greatest alus) SU is
bums ever to
brimming
out
come ofthe
if
early New
with talent.
York punk
Nashville
emails
at
scene, but how
Connection
eight
proved
that
many of you
all then
playing socout thereknow
weeks willbe
about this al
cer equates to
bum? Hay
musical fame
spent declaring
and appreciaheard it? Even
Oooh
appreciated it
the genius of the tion.
that last one
Only abou
was a little
fifty or so, I'm
following
harsh. Idon't
guessing.
want to shut
Do you see
artists:
the door on
my quandar
burgeoning
haven )
here?I
SU bands.
clue what to
I've rewrite about in
too
ceived
this column
Engelbert
many comthat wouldbeo
interest to any
humperdinck, ments on the
bands that I
one at SU
ignoredinmy
Barry
What the hel
lastcolumn so
do the students
Rogers,
I'mgivingevhere like tolis
eryone anten to? Whatdo
other chance.
you wantme to
write about
This is an
and Barney the open
Give me some
invitation to send
help here.
For the first
me any andall
time in a long
demos or altime the genbums of SU
bands that
eral student
populaceofSUhavethe chance to wish to be reviewed.
dictate what will be written about
Isolemnly swear that Iwill
inThe Spectator. Iwouldn't pass critique the demos and albums as
up this chance in a million years. a real music critic and not blast
But some of you might, so there you or make fun of you on the
willbeaprice topay if youremain printed page.
silent, but we will get back to that
Nothing as insulting as thehits
Nashville
Connection has relater.
Here's what Ipropose: at the ceived from my keystrokes.Send
endof this column you'll find an demos in tape or CD-Rformat
e-mail address. Iwill give you all to In My Headphones c/o Scan
two weeks to take fiveminutes out Reid, Arts and Entertainment
of your day to e-mail me the top Editor, The Spectator, and for
five artists,musicians, bands,and God's sake remember those top
singer/songwriters that you want five e-mails.
to read about for the next eight
weeks.
Bryan is a senior majoring in
Iwill faithfully go through ev- Journalism. Youcane-mailhim
ery single e-mail and pound out a
at inmyphones@yahoo.com
grand list ofeight artists that1 will
i

Of course no
me
one

Michael
Bolton, David
Hasselhoff,

Manilow,
Mr. Fred
William Shatner

Dinosaur.

Thursday delights perfectly

—

French Republic and
uncover the
motives of
The
spy
tale
Taproot Theatre's
Man Who Was Thursdayworks like the group's
a coin toss, showing two different imposing
leader, Sunfaces to the audience.
Initially,the play presents itself day (Don
as a stylish mystery riding along a Brady).
Gradubevey of witty dialogue from its
characters. But after intermission, ally, howthe focus flips toamoremetaphoric ever,
'
tale, where the once light-hearted Sym c s
PHOTO COURTESY TAPROOT THEATRECOMPANY
air suddenly becomes permeated work as an
Anarchy afoot: Syme (Troy Burke) toasts to Gregory
undercover
with deeper commentary.
(Eric Smiley) while he conspires to infiltrate the man's
Few will likely adjust to this spy putshim
secret society and stop an assassination.
development when they find after on enough
paying for one show, they leave twists and
after viewing something very turns causing him to doubt what he Longenbaugh structures the scenes
most deeply believesand yet com- ofsecretpassagewaysrevealingand
different.
dramaticcabchases well to the stage.
However, the peeling away of pels him to press on.
also
to
Theentire castis nearly flawless,
Thursday
in
the
is
The
audience
is
witness
layer
layer after
done so professionally that it is Syme's interactions with the pecu- particularly Burke and Brady,
impossible to renounce it as ahack liar group members, whose eccen- whose performances teamwithlife.
production. By its conclusion the tricities and true identitiesoftenlead As Syme,Burke winsoverthe audience witha playful innocence and
play is,in fact, a truly spiritual and to humorous revelations.
Throughout its run, the play is Brady looks like he's having too
thought-provokingpiece of theater.
The storycentersonGabrielSyme modestly entertaining, but the real much fun as Sunday, the charis(Troy Burke), a Victorian-era poet meat comes toward the end, when matic conundrum of a man. Like
whosneaksintoa secretycouncilof the answers are revealed, but the the play, he's holding all the anupperclassanarchists, whosemem- audience must decide how to swers, but is only interested in the
questions.
bers arenamed for each day of the interpret them.
Thursday
comes from the 1908
The Man Who Was Thursday
week.
at Taproot Theatre until
novel,
is
a
continues
and it
Adopting the moniker of G.K. Chesterton
adapation.
April
20.
remarkably
faithful
Thursday, Syme's adventure puts
Contact (206)781-9707 for tickhim on a mission to stop the Nearly every lineis lifted from the
ets
and showtimes.
dialogue,
and
writer
John
assasination of thePresident of the book's

Rookie: Dreamy, but no classic
a position as a relief pitcher for the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays' minor

ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

Editor-in-Chief

league team.

The Rookie steps up to the plate
as a movie about second chances.
Dennis Quaid plays JimMorris in a
true story about a man who didn't

discover his major league quality
pitching talent untilhe was 35.
Morris, working as a highschool
chemistry andphysics teacher,longs
fordays passed when hedreamed of
a professional baseball career.
He coaches the ho-hum high
school baseball team, which lacks
everything but a bad attitude about
their current losing situation. In
order to motivate the team Morris
agrees to make a deal with the
—
boys if they take the team to the
state playoffs, he'll try out for the
major leagues.
The team is off, and before he
knows it, Morris finds himself at a
big leaguerecruiter's meat market.
After numerous "grandpa" jokes,
Morristakesthe mound, astounding
the scouts as he pitches fastballs at
—
98 mph subsequently landinghim

After some conflicts with team
members and road trips spent away
from his wife and children, Morris
it ready to throw the towel in.Then
he gets thecall hehas waited forhis
—
whole life aninvitation to the"big
dance."
Critics have apparently raved
about this movie, and while their
fervor seems a little too strong for
sucha formulaic movie,TheRookie
does offer something for the whole
family.
Those whodo not liveand diefor
the boys ofsummer and America's
pastime will still enjoy the picture.
The film is not so much about
baseball,but instead seems to transcend the game tofocusona human
struggle.
The actorsremain the true backbone of the film. Quaid offers a
strongperformance as a familyman
torn between what he has always
dreamed about and what other
people tellhimhe shouldbe dream-

ing about.
BrianCoxplays Morris' father,a
man whoisalmost toohard to love.
A broken relationship between the
twomenseems toblamefor Morris'
missedchance alifetime's worth
of bitter resentment.
Thesweepingbackdrop ofTexas
oilfields anddusty roadsadds to the
desolation of Quaid's character.
The film sometimes lacks momentum,something whichdestroys
the magic often found in classic
baseball movies such as Field of
Dreams and The Natural.
But the movie is still worth seeing because it speaks not just to
families but also to the lost inner
child in everyone, no matter how
old. Anyone whohas eversought a
dream andlostit will relate to this
film, andthe yearning for a second
chance that comes with it.
The Rookie is now playing. Consult www.moviefone.com for local
showtimes.
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Artist reimagines female form in Transitions
soundinggood,it more importantly
reflects the themes of Adelman's
workin the transition fromimage to
life, object to whole, body to its
LookingatCarol Adelman's work
—
embodiment.
iskind of likedigging in the dirt
Large, pregnant, naked women
rewarding to get your hands in the
fresh, wet earthonce you've gotten setindark outdoorsettingsandnaturallandscapes draw attention from
past the initial unpleasantness.
"IfindCarol's work intriguing in the observers.
Theyare so stark,vulnerable,and
that it is not immediately fun to
see... Ifind myself
staring at them and
rolling them over in
my mind to try to
understand my own
reactions to these
things," Rob Mintz,
AssociateProfessor
in the Fine ArtsDepartment, said.
Mintz
chose
Adelman's work,
whichisnow ondisplay in the Kinsey

MELISSA SWEAT
Staff Reporter

mensional icons, begging sexual
attention as lust objects, trophies
for an unattainable goal. They are
bodies and nothing more.
Adelman sees her work as nonautobiographical: "I tried not to
make it personal," she said.
Her work is more a social investigation and commentary on this
strangely overlooked fact about the

As a challenge to this male-dominated view of women, Adelman
aims to "explore the self-representation of women." By placing these
images in ahigh art context, italludes to something special, something sacred. Manyof herpaintings
deal with purifying of the female
body, as in "The CleansingPart I,"
one of her larger pieces. She sites

Adelman means togive asense that
these images,these paintings, these
drawings,belongtosomethingbigger.
One of her smaller paintings,
"Me" is a heavily worked snapshot
of Adelman's eye with rich, deep
hues.Hangingonthe wall, the mind
itself works to complete the rest of
the face.
herself
her work

RShe

readilybreaks
things up and
puts them

back together,
and as you
view her work
you can see
and experience thecycle
o
f
deconstruction
and recon-

Gallery

The exhibit is "Transitions" by CarolAdelman continues on display at Seattle University's Kinsey Galleryin the Casey Buildinguntil April 15.
called "Transiperspectiveregarding language.
tions," which is an appropriate title unlikely in theirplacement that itis body of a woman: "we forget that mitva, aHebrew cleansingritual in lar
With
"Cell reroute," a three frame
waters,
natural
as a semi-influence
for many reasons, one being almostuncomfortable toobserve,if this body functions."
painting,
the
limshehas a celeryroot in the
pieces
question
that
Since the beginning of art, the for her
only at first.
Adelman's transitory lifestyle.
frame
(can you hear the
body,
human
it
as
middle
seeing
'They're [the women] sort of female form has largely been the its of the
Her resume has her spotted in
languages parasomething
at
pun?)
hinting
something
permeable,
Seattle, where she received her wrong in what we expect to see," subject of an indescribable number
doxes.
capabilities.
point
bearing
of
internal
Bachelor ofFineArtsDegree(BFA) Adelman said. 'The reason Iuse of works almost to the
Adelman's 'Transitions" deals
A brown,non-descriptpot, which
fromtheUniversity of Washington. them is precisely because we're not obsession. Art, as weknow it,is not
works,
tanwith
that mysterious gray space of
in
various
is
a
society;
pops
up
separate from culture and
She taught at the Seattle Academy used to them."
the
enigmatic
As
and uncertain that is
philosophy.
image
and
our
of
this
gible
Pick up a fashion magazine or likeour history,ourrecords
of Art as well as otherinstitutions in
among us and
at
certainly
something
"We
the
suggests,
art
has
Adelman
look
predominantly
the region. She also taught inD.C. click through channels on TV and religions,
quite
to our
pertinent
something
vase,
body
a
there's
so
of
like
but
image
been in the hands men.
andis currentlyteachingart atLoui- you will see a verydifferent
being.
on
going
much
more
there."
"Why
they
always
are
women?
siana State University in Baton than what Adelman portrays:
"Transitions" continues at the
Ifa singlethought were tosum up
women plastered up, picked, and And why are they always naked?"
Rouge.
Kinsey
"Transitions," it would be that
Gallery until April 15.
And besides the title just plain prodded to perfection as two-di- asks Adelman.
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Laid back Still Life Cafe offers good eats
the espresso berryandchutney,filingyourmouth
with sweet pleasure. But ask for
The gourmetcoffee is a fair trade lightmayounless youlike itslipping
brand called Equal Exchange,of- off the bread and onto your hands
fering its consumers guilt free de- and plate.
light.
If you do not want soup or a
You can order a mocha or latte sandwich, youmaylikea dailyspewith your favorite flavor, but ask cial, suchas theMediterranean pasta
for an extra helping of the thick with roasted vegetables and
homemade whip cream on top.
mozzerella in basil-balsamic
The Espresso drinks are not the vinaigrette ($6.25), or the
only drinks available at the Still Gorgonzola Salad with walnuts
Life. There are a variety of whole ($6.25).
leaf teas, fruitsmoothies,and sodas
Thebaristasare very friendlyand
to choose from. TheStill Life even accommodating, and will put your
has redand whitewineby the glass order together for you in less than
your order,
machine.

AMITY EGGE
Staff Reporter

next to

If you ever miss mom's home
cooking, then the Still LifeCafe" in
Fremont is a good remedy for your
nostalgia.
TheStillLifedoes not servefried
chicken and mashed potatoes or
meatloafandgravy,but a varietyof
homemade soups sandwiches and
salads.
In fact, the StillLife offers some
veganand vegetariandishes as well,
like the open face eggplant sandwichfocaccia ($6.25)ora vegetable
five minutes.
loaded pie ($5.75).
The bright and colorful enThe food is hearty and
vironment
makes a greatplace
filling, like the renowned
to
eat
and
visit
with friends or
mac and cheese ($7.25), a
bright and colorful
and
study
to
drink
coffee.
special.
nightly dinner
of
a
selection
in
a
There
is
wide
Made with penne pasta
environment makes a
newspapers
free
and
sauce,
andGruyere
local
Cheddar
great place to eat and
magazines like Earshot Jazz,
it is topped with
La Voz, and Earth Save, as
loads
of
breadcrumbs and
to well as popular weeklies like
visit with friends,
garlic andredonionchunks
TheStranger tochoose from if
that will awaken your study and
drink coffee. you want to hang out.
tastebuds.
Theenvironment is homey,
Dinner is served until 9
with large wooden tables that
p.m, but you can get
can easily seat six people.
espresso and breakfast as
bottle, and a variety of bottled
or
The longbench that runs across
early as 7:30 a.m.
beer.
the
window is definitely the most
The Still Life does not have a
unique
1
plates
The
and
affordable
menu,
popularspot,
because the numerous
breakfast
but in the morning
'
place
a
a
great
make
the
cafe"
for
pillows
offer comfort and
colorful
you can order anything except for
sandwichlunch.
soup
traditional
and
of the large windaily
ready
which
not
relaxation
infront
soups,
the
are
Fournew soups are featureddaily dows looking out onto the patio.
until 10 a.m.
$5.60a bowl),and are
The large coffee table in front of
If you do not wan. anything on ($2.50a cup,
served
a
chunk ofthick the benchoffers a greatplace to sip
huge
with
buy
can
variousbreads
you
themenu
on coffee while you read, study, or
like banana or zucchini ($2.50), white bread.
The turkey sandwich (half$3.50, visit, but is not well suited for eatpastries, bagels, and desserts from
the window displayed along the whole $5.60) is loaded with cran- ing.
cafeteria-style bar where youplace

The walls are covered with dif- matter of moments, creating a line
ferent featured artists each month. back to the door.
This quartervisittheStill Life for
Currently the Garde Rail Gallery,
which is located in South Seattle, good food and a laid back atmohas acollaborationof funky folk art sphere.
You can enjoy the new spring
on the walls by different local artweather by sitting outside on the
ists.
patio.
Or visit the Still Life on
The art on the right wallcan prenights where they host
Wednesday
occupy youas you waitinline to be
that starts at 7 p.m.
an
mike
open
served.If youare lucky you willnot
away
TheStil1LifeCafe"isnestled
wait,
large
because a
group
have to
N
St.
on
708
35th
appear
ina
of peoplemayrandomly
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Help Spread the Infection
|
is dedicated to infecting the country with
knowledge about tobacco companies and their deadly
products. We're looking for a select group of outgoing,
creative and responsible individuals to represent truth

at concerts, festivals, skateparks and anywhere else
teens hang out. Work primarily Thursday- Sunday, June
through September, with occasional travel. $12.50/hour

and all the great karma you can carry. Knowledge is
contagious.You can helpspread it.Log on tothetruth.com

and click on truthSM Tour 2002 or call 1.866.522.0486
to infect truth.

GTM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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ASSU
Associated Students of

——

(^§ea||le Univers"fe^
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If You Are—

nOf ftTllfF

Please get in contact with one of your ASSU
Officers if you have any questions or
concerns about campus!

v^M&\/iS^p&
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m &MMWtam

Executive Branch

ASSU is on a quest for a new logo and we want YOUR help.
■
nicciu
*»» v
Logo
COMPETE in the
"ASSU
your
j putting
&j
fe Contest" by
r
abilities to work. Design a catchy logo for ASSU. The
following are the criteria for the logo:
Designs are due by April 26, 2002.
«
Turn in logo designs to the ASSU Office (Room
203 of the UDDer SUB)
„
_i
«
logo must'.
Four prints ofri
be done with these

President: Virgil
6 Domaoan
„...
Teddy Wiley
V.P. of Finance: T
vp of Student Affairs Annette Gaeth
Executive V. P.: Scan O'Neill
Publicity Director: Nichole Graham
Executive Assistant: Emily Hall
Webmaster: BenMurane
Student Activities Director: Sylva Jones

■

.. .
t

requirements:
1.4 Colors
2. 3 Colors
3. 2 Colors
4. black and white

**"

_

<"

Questions? Call Nichole Graham at (206) 220-8596
or (206) 296-6050
THERE WILLBE PRIZES
♥,tv
rua athu
c ♥ ii*
Thirsty
the Satellite
J Thursday
J

"V^./l-

1

:

, .
_,
Thursday, April 4, 2002
Corner of 12th Aye. and Pike St.
A

grahamn® seattleu.edu
hallel @seattleu.edu
muraneb@seattleu.edu

jones@seattleu.edu

Senior Rep: Chirs Quach
Sophomore Rep: Devin Biviano
Freshperson Rep: SaunatinaSanchez
At-Large Rep: Carl Bergquist
At-LargeRep: Nicole Palmitter
EasseyJ
Minority Rep: Gayatri
*
» „K v
Rep:
Fong
Transfer
Yunice
Commuter Rep: Greta Smith
Non-Traditional:Tom Gaspers
InternationalRep: Alisa Kutsel
At-Large Rep: Tess Abellera

x/r
accii.
ii
It is *v
the Mission
off ASSU
to ensure *v
the representation
of all
r
students in the ongoing development of the University
community."

f^J
J|''
'*l

o'neils@seattleu.edu

Legislative Branch

"t*

Lounge

. .

wueyt@seattleu.edu
gaetha@seattleu.edu

.

"

.

domaoanv@seattleu.edu

~~r\^

Drink Specials With SU ID
All beers and well drinks are $2.00
Plain and simple there it is!
Be there'

Your Senior Class Committee

quach@seattleu.edu
biviand@seattleu.edu
sanches@seattleu.edu

bergquc@seattleu.edu
palmitn@seattleu.edu
easseyg@seattleu.edu

_

fongy@seattleu.edu

smithg@seattleu.edu
gaspert@seattleu.edu
kutsela@seattleu.edu
abellem@seattleu.edu
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DORM
NIGHTS
, c
,
.
a
Sponsored by ASSU s Student Life Committee andav>
Bon Apetit
_
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Bored Fn^-V niSht?
Want to do something /tm?
Want to hang out with other campus students'?

I
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Campion Hall
April 19th from 9:00 p.m. 12:00 a.m.
Free Pizza

-

IHHI

Play Pool and Ping Pong to win 10 Campus Card Points
Show up and take on other groups / halls on campus and earn bragging rights.

teffifl

Did we mention FREE pizza?

Seattle University Children's Literacy
What should ASSU being
DOING for you?
wk Volunteer Tutors Needed!
m Tutor K-9th grade students in reading, writing,
jtm^ m aiul matn skills.

J^

Drop us a comment at the board in
the Hawk's Nest Lobby.

We want to know what we can do
to serve you better!

Make a difference in your community.

%jfr

5()7

Loyola (206) 296-6411
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Marketplace
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Classifieds

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300 . Volunteers

400. Services
500 . For Rent
600. Misc
500. For Rent

200. Help Wanted
DOWNTOWN KIRKLAND. Wallingford familylookingfor
Loving responsible person a part-time nanny for two
wanted to care for 18- young children. Flexible
month-old while mom hours, Mondays are optimal,
studies. 4-6 hours per 6-30 hrs./wk. Must be
Please contact: organized, responsible, and
have a car. Refs., exp. w/
ichollc@seattleu edu
children required.Please call
917-5076 and leave a
message.
If you like playing sports,
games, workingwith
quality staff, and most Imagine owning a homeimportantly, making a based business in the
difference in thelives ofkids communicationsindustry for
this job is for you! John less than the priceofacup of
Hay Kids' Company (located coffee per day! And being
inQueen Anne) issearching able tooffer free longdistance
energetic,teamplayer across the country bundled
work M-F from 2:30- with local phone service!
6:oopm. As a local non- Http:/ /WorkForSelf.Info.
we provide high
lality childcare and Are you interested in
enrichment with a unique providing a vital service for
child-centered parents? Would you like to
mosphere. Pervious help children develop in a
experience with 9-11 year positive atmosphere andhave
olds in a childcare center fun doing it? Kids' Company
preferred. Positive attitude has PT (M-F; 7-9 am) school
a must. Comejoinus! Salary age
counselor positions
$8.32-9.52 per hour DOE.
available atour SouthSeattle
Full-time summer positions location. Salary $8.16alsoavailable. Pleasee-mail 10.10/hr. DOE. Signing
Jennifer
at
bonus available. Childcare
johnhay@kidscompany.org exp. pref. Call Diana @ 206or call (206) 283-8328.
725-3540.

Keek.

.

fiying
-

tan
tofit,
»td

SUMMER JOBS
Female and male counselors
needed for topsummer camp
in Maine. Top Salary, room,
board, laundry,clothingand
travel provided. Must love
children and have skill in
one or more of the following
activities: archery, arts
(ceramics, stained glass,
basketball,
jewelry).
canoeing, kayaking, rowing
(crew), dance (tap, pointe,
jazz), field hockey, golf,
gymnastics (instructors),
figure skating, ice hockey,
horseback riding/English
hunt seat, lacrosse, digital
photography, videographer,
accompanist,
piano
pioneering/campcraft, ropes
(challenge course) 25
stations, sailing, soccer,
Softball, tennis, theatre
(technicians, set design,
costumer), volleyball, waterskiing, (slalom, trick,
barefoot, jumping) W.5.1./
swim

instructors,

information at 1-800-993VEGA. We will be on the
University of Washington
Campus April 11th in HUB
room 304F from 10-3 p.m.
forinformation and to accept
applications.
No
appointment necessary.

-

-

-

Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
threehour fundraisingevent
Does notinvolvecreditcard
applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so
call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit

.

www.campusfundraiser.com

400. Services
Clearance Sale on Brand
Name Laptops! Prices So
Low, It's Almost Illegal!! Get
TodayHhttp://
Yours
www,homeoflaptops.com or call:

windsurfing,
also
opportunities for nurses, 1-800-775-8526.
HTML/web design and
secretaries. Camp Vega for THINK YOU'REPREGNANT?
for
Birthright
Girls! Come see us at Call
www.campvega com E-mail confidential supportandfree
us atcamp_vega@yahoo.com pregnancy test. 1-800-550or call us for more 4900 (24-hour toll-free line).

.

-

FirstHill 1bedroom in new
bldg. AllAmenities, mcl.pvt.
balcny & roof deck. Micro,
W/D, DW. NP/NS. Prkg.
incentives. $850 411-1lth
Aye. 332-1947.

600. Misc.
Large law

firm

furnished,

short-term,

seeks

reasonably prices housing,
close to downtown for
summer law clerks. Need for
8-12 weeks from mid May
thru Sept. Please call 206583-8888 and ask for
Christina (ext. 8924).
m mm mm mm mm mm mm. mm mm mm

m^

Need a roomie?
Got stuff to sell?

I Place your classified |
Ad Today!
I
I
Wayten Leopo/d/no
AdvertisingManager

*
I

Tel.:(206) 296-6474
Email. adinfo@seaCUeu.eciu

Personals
"Someday she'll come along You are the sunshine of my
oh yeah!
the girl Ilove, her smile will life
be a song. And when she IfDee
comes my wayI'lldo mybest
to make her stay."
"Hello
Say hellolittle lady
little lady"
KEEP TRYING TO CATCH
ME.
THE WATER BALLOON Hi Kitchy, Ilove you very
much!
PHANTOM

..

...

...

-

Bridget.Brigit. Bridgette,my
campus card love. When will
Ifeel your warm embrace
again? Longing for you.
-MHJ

Hey Bobble-Llama,
You know we got your back!
Ahh yeah!

MomK.
Thanks for afun springbreak
Weloveyou! Comeback soon

To my roomiesThanks forall thegood times
"You are appreciated!"

Love,

Kirn and Sarah

Hey You.
still
Sorrybout themove butI
loveyou. Don't worry about a
thing 'cause every little thing
is gonna be alright. So yeah
keepya head up!
Love,

Your Boy
DISPATCH for Quadstock

Food for Thought
You do the math ...
Place your personals today.

In any moment of decision the best thing
you can do is the right thing, the next best
thing is the wrong thing, and the worst
thing you can do is nothing.
- TheodoreRoosevelt

Pick-up and submit your personalsform at the CAC.
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Campus Voice

Who do people say you look like?

.

"The little black dude that beats up Ace
Ventura (Ace Ventura: When Nature
Calls).. Tommy Davidson."
kndre Davis, freshman, Computer Science

"My roommate thinks Ilook like
Jennifer Connelly."
Erin Lynch, senior, Psychology

1

'

r

"People have told me that Ilook like
Julia Roberts, but Ireally don't
think so."
Marion Gallagher, freshman, Marketing

"My best friend thinks Ilook like
Neve Campbell."
Brittany Reulland, senior, Psychology

-
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Editor-in-Chief

;

Meg Ryan."

t4

,

Laura Cushman, sophomore, Journalism

the

1

'
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I

Bowen (the girl
on £J)?
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